
Are you tired of seeing shadows in the garden? 
In the sun or in the moonlight, the pots in the garden with their plants always create strange 
shadows, many times made of harmonious lines, sometimes resembling something or someone.


Pot a Porter™, a leading company in the production of indoor or outdoor vases, in this moment of 
"forced relaxation" always attentive to design trends, in an international market, has put into 
production the new MILANO collection


MILANO collection wants to be inspired by the lines of the architect Marcello Piacentini, the 
undisputed representative of the architecture of Italian Rationalism.

Rome and Milan were the cities where these expressions were appreciated in monumental buildings 
with a simplified and austere language, in assonance with the metaphorical painting of De Chirico, 
Giò Ponti and Paolo Mezzanotte.


The POT à Porter ™ MILANO collection is inspired by this model of simplicity of form and color, 
while maintaining the classicism of the hand-made, with the intrinsic beauty of never having an exact 
copy.


MILANO collection has been conceived to quickly change the decoration style of your home, easily 
removable and transferable inside or outside the home, thanks to their minimal design.


Pot à Porter™ is already on the market with a good range of garden or indoor pots, in line with the 
raw materials selected from naturally colored clays or klinker.  Weatherproof pots or flower pots, 
because they are hot enamelled and stable in the color without external lime emissions, alkaloids or 
mold stains.


Thanks for Publishing and share
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You can request further information by contacting us:

Press correspondent : Luigi Salamone

email press refer : social@potaporter.com 
telephone: +39 0423 920234 
fax: +39 0423 922280
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